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Job Description and related information 
 

  

Position:  `  Hospitality Team Member 
 
Reporting to:   Hospitality Manager 
 

Responsible for:   N/A 
  

Overall Purpose: To provide a friendly, enthusiastic and effective service to all 
Centre customers and potential users.    Be proficient in 
handling money.  You may be required to do some admin 
duties.  

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Main duties: 

 
 To wear the uniform and name badge provided by the management for all shifts and to 
maintain a high standard of personal presentation and hygiene.  
 
To serve customers in a professional friendly and consistent manner, providing a pleasant and 
fast service where possible.  

 
To produce hot drinks and food to the required specification at all times using the Coffee Pod 
Bible 
 
To up sell other products when serving customers 
 
To collect and wash cutlery, crockery and glassware, whilst maintaining a clean and tidy foyer, 
Pod and Food Prep area.  
 
To complete the daily opening/closing records as per the Operations Manual. 
 
To log all deliveries and check against Supplier invoice, checking use by dates and 
temperatures where appropriate. 
 
To make sure that the stock levels are always at their optimum and to keep stock takes up to 
date 
 
To order stock as and when necessary, in a timely manner, raising a Purchase Order and 
getting the best prices possible. 
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To log all wastage and ensure wastage kept to a minimum by using proper measures as set 
out in the Coffee Pod Bible Spec Sheets. 
 
To conform to all Cleaning Standards as set out in the Coffee Pod Bible . 
 
To complete Weekly Cleaning Tasks as set out in the Operations Manual. 
 
To give a detailed handover to the next Team Member on shift . 

 
To use the café equipment properly and in accordance with training provided . 
 
To operate tills and be responsible for taking payment for goods and cashing up at end of shift  
 
To keep up to date with product knowledge and changing trends within the Hospitality industry. 
 
To be allergy aware and ensure all labelling and storing of food stuffs  is carried out correctly. 
 
To ensure allocated Individual Responsibilities are carried out. 
 
To be flexible and able to cover shifts as and when necessary for sickness,  Annual Leave and 
any events requiring extra staffing. 
 
To assist the Hospitality Manager in marketing and advertising the Pod in a positive manner 
and ensure that all literature pertaining to the Coffee Pod is up to date and relevant. 
 
To assist the Hospitality Manager in attaining monthly income targets as set. 
  
To undertake a Food and Hygiene course as detailed by the Sports Centre, if not already 
qualified. 

 
To exert due diligence in matters relating to Health and Safety and Food Hygiene and comply 
with all appropriate legal requirements. 

 
To communicate any operational problems to the Line Manager 
 
To work with fellow colleagues to promote a good team spirit 

 
To partake in any training as necessary to maintain the required high standards in the Pod. 

 
To comply with COSHH regulations with regard to the safe use and storage of chemicals 
within the work place 

 
To report any accidents, incidents, loss, damage, unfit food or other irregularities and take 
such action as deemed appropriate. 

 
To carry out other related duties when asked by Duty Managers.  
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To be loyal to the brand and the Centre, promoting the Company in all aspects in a positive 
light and enthusiastic term 
 
To keep and maintain the 5 star rating from the Environmental Health department 
 


	Reporting to:   Hospitality Manager

